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Nihil est autem esse, quam wwm esse. Itaque
in quantum quidque tmitatem adipiscitur, in
tantum est.-Sr. Aucu511Ni:;, De Moribus Manichaeorum, VI
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shall call the "concrete univcrsnl," proccccls from tlic observat ion that literary theorists have from early times to the present
persisted in making statements which in their contexts seem to
mean that a work of literary art is in some peculiar sense a
V<'ry i11dividual thing or a very univc1sal thing or hoth . What
tl wt p:iradox can m('an, or what import;int fa ct behind the
parndox has lwcn disc<'111cd by s11l'h various ciilics as Aristotle,
Plotinus, J lcgcl, an<l Hansom, it will be the purpose of the essay
to inquire, and by the inquiry to discuss no t on ly a signirlcan t
feature of metaphysical poetics from Aristotle to the present
day but the relation between metaphysical poetics and more
practical and specific rhetorical analysis. In the brief historical
survey which forms one part of this essay it will not be my
purpose to suggest that any of these writers meaut exactly
what I shall mean in later parts where l d escribe the structure
of poetry. Yet tlu·oughout the essay I sh all proceed on the
theory not only that men have at different times used the same
terms an<l have meant clilfcrcntly, but that they have sometimes
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used different t erms and have m eant the snm e or somewhat the
same. In other words, I assume that the re is continuity in the
problems of criticism, and that person who studies poetry tod ay has a legitimate inte rest in what Pla to snid about poetry.
The view of common terms and the ir relations lo classes of
things from wl1ich I shall start is roughly that which one may
read in the logic of J. S. Mill, a view which is not much different from the semantic view o f today and for most purposes not
much different from the Aristotelian and scholastic view. Mill
speaks of the word and ils d eno tation and connotation (the
term, referent and reference, the sign, <leuo tatum a11cl d esignatum1 of more recent terminologies). The denotation is the it,
the individual thing or the aggregate o f things to which the
term may refer; the connotation is the what, the qualit y or
classillcalion inferred for the it, or implicitly predicated by the
application of the term or the g iving of the name. 0 One main
di£Iercnce between all m odem positivistic, nominalistic, and sem antic systems and the scholastic an<l classical systems is that
tl1e older ones stress the similarity of the individuals denoted
by the common term and he nce the r eal universality of meaning, while lhe modem systems stress the differences in the in<lividuals, the constant flux even o f each individual in time and
space and its kinetic struc lure, and h ence infer only an approximate or nominal universality of meaning and a convenience rather thnn a truth i11 Ilic 11sc of g<'11C'ral tC'1111s. A
furth er differc11ce lies in tl1c vi<'W of how tho iiHlivitl111d i.<; r<'lnt<·cl lo tlic vnriow; co111111lr1lio11s of 11·111 1.c; w lticli 11 111 y 1 11 ~ npplic<l lo it. Tl1a t is, lo tl1e q11<'slio11: \Vital i<; il? lli<' ohlc-r
writers seem to hold there is l111l 0110 ( essC'nlially right) nnsw<'r,
while the moderns accept ns many answers as the re arc c lasses
to which the individual may be assigned ( nn indcf111ite 11111nb c r). The older writers speak of a proper <'sscncc or whatness
of the individual, a quality which in some cases a t least is that
designated by the class name most commonly applied lo the
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Tho terms "denotnti on" and "connotation" arc C'Ommonly nnd loosely 11 _.ed
by literary critics to distinguish tho diclionnry mcnnlng of n term ( dcnotntion)
from the vaguec aur11 o f suggestion ( connotntion). Doth these nre parts of the
connot11tion in the logienl sense.
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individmtl : a bench is a bench, essentially a bench, accidentally
a heavy wooden object or something covered with green paint.
"\iVhen we say what it is," observes Aristotle, "we do not say
'white,' or 'hot,' or ' three cubits long,' but 'a man' or 'a god.' " 2
An<l this view is also a habit scarcely avoidable in our own
daily thinking, especially when we think of living things or of
artifacts, things made by us or our follows for a purpose. vVhat
is it? Bench, we think, is an adequate a nswer. An assemblage
of sticks painted green, we consider freakish.
II

'Whether or not one believes in universals, one may see the
persistence in literary criticism of a theory that p oetry presents
the concrete and the universal, or the individual nnd the universal, or an object w hich in a mysterious and special way is
both hig hly general and highly par ticula r. The doctrine is implicit in Aristotle's two statements that poetry imitates action
and that poetry ten<ls to express the universal. It is implic it
again al the en<l of the classic period in tlrn mysHr. cloc trinP.
of Plotin11s, who in his later writing on beauty reverses the
Platonic objection that art does not know the ultimate reality
o f the forms. Plotinus arrives at the v iew that the artist by a
kind of bypass of the infcrior natural productions o f th e wo1 l<l
sonl rcach <'s straight to tl1c forms that lie hcltiml in the clivine
inlc~lligc•n('<'." A11oll1er V<'rsirn1 of the c-l:issic thcorr, with nlr111ilic•s fm l'lol i1111s, lic•s in 1111• s('liohc; li ~· pl11nsc 1'f'SJ1l 1·11il1•11 ll11
fomuw.
Cic<'ro's account of l1ow ZP11xis pninled an ideal IIclc n fro111
the fi ve 111osl h ca11liful virgins of Crotona is a typical clcvclopmcnt of J\rislotclia11 theory, in cffC'd the familiar neoclassic
theory fo1111<l in Du Frcsnoy's Art of Pai11li11g, in the w ritings
of Jol11 1so11, especially in the tulip passage in Rassclas, and in
the Disco11rscs and Idlers of Reynolds. The business of the
poet is not to number the streaks of th e tulip; it is lo give 11s
not the indi vidual, but the sp'ccics. The same thing is stated
in a more complicated \Vay by Kant in telling how the imag ination constructs the "aesthetical normal Idea":
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It is the image for the whole race, which Iloats nrnong all the
variously different intuitions of indivi<luals, which nature takes as
archetype in her productions of the s:11ne species, but which seems
not to be fully reached in any individual case.~

And Hegel's account is as f9llows:
The work of art is not only for the sensuous apprehension as sensuous object, but its position is of such a kind that as sensuous it is
at the same time essentially a<l<lresscd to the mind.~
In comparison with lhe show or semblan<'e of immediate sensuous
existence or of historical nanative, the artistic semblance has the
advantage that in itself it points beyond self, and refers us away
from itself to something spiritual which it is meant to uring before
the mind's eye.... The hard rim! of nature and the common world
give the mind more trouble in breaking through to the idea than
do the products of art.G
The excellence of Shakespeare, says Cole rid ge, consists in a
"union an<l interpenetration of the universal and pa1 licular."
In one terminology or another this idea of a concrete universal
is found in most mP.b1ph ysienl aesthetic of the eighteenth and
nine teeuth centuries.
A modem literary critic, John Crowe Ransom, speaks of the
argument of a poem (the universal) and a local texture or
tissue of concrete irrelevance. Another literary critic, Allen
Tate, manipulating the logical terms "extens ion" and "intension," has arrived at the concept of "tension" in poetry.
"Extension," as logicians use the worcl, is the range of individuals denoted by a term (denotation); "intension" is the
total of qualities connoted (connotation ) . Jn the ordinary or
logical use of the terms, extension and intension arc of inverse
relationship-the wider the one, the shallower the other. A
poem, says Tate, as I interpre t him, is a Yerbal structure w hich
in some peculiar way has both a wide extension and a d eep
intension.
Not all these theories of the concrete universal lay e<1ual
stress on the two sides of the paradox, and it seems indicative
of the vitality of the theory aud of the truth implicit in it that
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the t wo sides have been capable of exaggeration into antithetic
schools an<l theories of poetry. For Du Frcsnoy, Johnson, and
Hcynolds poetry and painting g ive the universal; the less said
about the particulars the better. This is the neoclassic theory,
the illus trations of which we seek in Pope's Essay on Man or in
Johnson's na111blers, where the ideas are moral and general
and concerned with "nature," "011e clear, unchanged, and universal light." The opposite theory bad notable expression in
Eng laml, a few years before Johnson wrote Rasselas, in Joseph
vVarlon's Essay 011 l'ope:
A mi1111te and particular enumeration of circumstances judiciously
selected, is what chiefly discriminates poetry from history, and
renders the former, for that reason, a more close and faithful representation of nature than the lnller.
And Ulake's marginal criticism of lkynol<ls was: "TU IS Man
was Ilirecl to Depress art." "To Generalize is to be an Jcliot.
To Particularize is the Alone Distinction of Merit. G<'neral
Knowledges are those Knowledges that Idiots possess." "Sacrifice the Parts: What becomes of the whole?" The line from
\Varton·s Essay to Croce's Acstlretic seems a straight and obvious one, from Thomson's specific descriptions of flowers to
the individual act of int11ilion-cxprcssion which is art- its opp os ite and enemy being the concept or gcnerality.7 The two
views of art (two that cai1 he hdd by diITercnt thcotists about
the sa!llc works of art) may he startlingly contrasted in the
following passages aho11t Dditious c hnracter- onc a well known
statemcul by Johnson, the other by the philosopher of the elnn
vital.
[Shnkcspenre's] characters nre not modified by the customs of pnrticular places, unpractised by the rest of the world; by the peculi:1rilies of stuclit':'S or professions, which cnn operate but upon small
numbers; or by the acciden ts of transient fashions or temporary
opinions: they are the genuine progeny of common humanity, such
as the world will always supply, nncl observation will alwnys fln<l.
Ilis persons act nnd speak by the influence of those general passions
nncl principles by which nil minds are agitated, and the whole
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system of life is continued in motion. lu the writings of other poets
a character is too often an individual; in those of Shakespeare it is
commonly a species.
Hence it follows that art always aims at what is individual. Wlu1.t
the artist Sxcs on bis canvas is something he has seen at n certain
spot, on a certain day, at a certain hour, with a colouring that will
never be seen again. What the poet sings of is a certain mood
which was his, and his alone, and which will never return . . . .
Nothing could be more unique than the cl1arnctcr of Ifomlct.
Though he may resemble olh<'r men in some respects, it is clearly
not on that account that he interests us most.a
Other c ritics, notably the most ancient an<l the m ost modern,
have tried to hold lhe extremes together. Neither of the extremes gives a good account of art and each leads out of atl.
The theory of particularity lea<ls to individuali ty and orig inality
(Edwa rd Young was another eighteenth centmy Croccan),
then lo the idiosyncratic and the unintelligible and to the psych o logy of the author, which is not in the work of art and is
not a stand ard for judgment. The theory of universality as it
appcurs in Johnson and Hcynokls leads to platitu<le and to a
standard of material objectivity, the average tulip, the average
human form, some sort of :wcrage.9
lll
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"Just representations of general nature," sairl Johnson, and it
ought lo be noted, though it 1wili:ips ra1cly is, that two ki11cls
of generality are involved, as indeed they arc in the whole neoclassic theory of generality. There is the generality of logic or
classification, of the more general as oppose<l to the more speciJic, "essential" generality, o ne might say. And there is the
generality of literal truth lo nature, "existential" generality.
The assumption of neoclassic theory seems to b e that these t wo
must coincide . As a matter of fact they may and often do, but
n eed n ot. Thus: "purple cow" is a more general (less specific )
term and concept tlian " tan cow with a broken horn," yet the
latter is more general or true to nature. We h ave, in short,
realism or fantasy, and in eith er there may be various degrees
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of the specific or the general . We have A Journal of the Plague
Y ear and The Rambler, Gulliver's 'travels and Rasselns. The
fac t that there are a greater number of "vicissitudes" and
"miscarriages" (favorite Rambler events) in human experience
than plagues a t London, that there are more tan cows than
tan cows with broken horns, makes it true in a sense that a
greater degree of essential generality involves a greate r degree
of existential. Bu t in this sense the most generally reliable
concC'pt is simply that o f "being."
The q11cstion is how a work of literature can be either m ore
individual ( unique) or more universal than other kinds of writing, or how it can combine the individual a nd the universal
more than othe r kinds. Every description in words, so far as
it is a direct description (The barn is red and square) is a generalization. That is the nature of words. There itre no individuals conveyed in worcls but only m ore or less sp ecific generalizations, so that Johnson is right, though we have to ask
him what d egree of verbal generality makes art, and whether
"t111ip" is a b e tte r or more im porlnnt generalit y tlrnn "tulip
·wilh ten streaks," or whether "beaut y" is not in fact a much
more impressive generality than "tulip." On the other hand,
one cannot deny that in some sense there arc more tulips in
poetry than pure abstracted beauty. So that Dergson is right
too; only we shall have to ask him what degree o f specificity in
vf'rhal cl cscription makes art. Aud he can never cbim complete vc1 bal specificit y or individuality, even for Hamle t.
Ir he co11l<l, if a work of lil<•rary :11 l ('Oltld hC' lookc·cl Oil as an
arlifoc:t or concr ete physical work, the paradox for the student
of universals would return from the opposite direction even
more forcibly-as it does in fact for theorists of graphic art. If
Heynolds' picture "The Age of l nnocencc" presents a species
or universal, what species <locs it present? Not a n Aristotelian
csscncc-"man," or "humanity," nor even a more speciflc kind
of being such as "womanhood." For then the picture would
present the same unive rsal ns Heynolcls' portrait of Mrs. Siddons ns "The Tragic Muse," and all di[crcnces between "The
Age of I nnocence" and "The Trag ic Muse" would be aestltelically irrelevant. D ocs the picture then present girlhood,
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or barefoot girlhood, or barefoot girlhood iu a white <lrc~s
against a gloomy background? All three are equally Yalld universals (despite the fact that makeshift phrases arc required to
express two of them), and all three are presented by the picture. Or is it the title which tells us whal universal is prescnled,
"The Age of Innocence," and without the title should we not
know the universal? The question will be: Whal in the individual work of art demands that we attribute to it one uuiversal rather than another?
We may answer that for poetry it is the generalizing power
of words already mentioned, an<l go on to decide that what
distinguishes poetry from scientific or logical discourse is a degree of irrelevant concreteness in descriptive details. This is
in effect what Ransom says in liis doctrine of argumc11t and
local irrelevance, but it seems doubtful if the doctrine is not a
version of the theory of ornamental metaphor. The nrgumcnt,
says Ransom, is the prose or scientific meaning, what the poem
has in common with other kinds of writing. The irrelevance is
a texture of concreteness which does not contribute anylhiug
to the argument but is somehow enjoyable or valuable for its
own sake, the vehicle of a metaphor which one boards heedlC'ss
of where it runs, whether crosstown or downtown-just for the
ride. So Ransom nurses and rdines the argument, and on one
page he makes the remark that the poet searches for "suitability" in his particular phrases, and by suitability Ransom
means "the propriety which consists in their denoting the parlicularily which really belo11gs to the logical ohject.'' 10 But the
differcuce between "propriety" and relevance in such a conlexl
is not easy lo see. And relevance is logic. The fact is that all
concrete illustration has about it something of the irrelevant.
An apple falling from a tree illustrates gravity, but apple and
tree are irrelevant to the pure theory of gravity. It may be that
what happens in a poem is that the apple and the tree are
somehow made more than usnally relevant.
Such a theory, not that of Johnson and Reyuolds, not that of
·warton and Bergson, not quite that of Ransom, is what I would
suggest-yet less as a novelty than as something already widely
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irnplic.:it in recent poetical analyses a11tl exegeses, in those of
Empson, for instance, Tale, Blacknrnr, or Drooks. lf a work of
literalme is not in a simple sense either more individual or
more universal than other kinds of writing, it may yet be such
an in<lid<lual or such a complex of meaning that it has a special
relation to the world of tmh-crsals. Some acute remarks on this
subject were ma<le by Ruskin in a chapter of Modem Painters
neglected today perhaps because of its distasteful ingredient of
"noble emotion." Poetry, says Ruskin in criticizing Reynolds'
Idlers, is not distinguished from history by the omission of details, nor for that matter hy the mere addition of details.
"There must be something either in the nature of the details
themselves, or the method of using them, which invests them
with poetical power." Their nature, 011e may add, as assumed
through their relation to one another, a relation which may also
be called the method of using them. The poetic character of
details consists not in what they say directly and explicitly (as
if roses and moonlight were poetic) but in what by their arrangement they show implicitly.
IV

"One,'' observes I3en Jonson, thinking of literature, "is considerable two waies: either, as it is only separate, and by it
self: or as being compos'd of many parts it bcginnes to be one
as those parts grow or are wrought togethcr."11 A literary work
of art is a complex of detail (an ai lifact, if we may be allowed
that metaphor for what is only a verbnl object), a composilion
so cumplicatecl of human values that its interpretation is dictated by the understanding of it, and so complicatccl as to seem
in the highest degree individual-a concrete universal. ·we are
accustomed to being told, for example, that what makes a
character in fiction or drama vital is a certain fullness or rotundity: that the character has many sides. Thus E. M. Forster:

f

I

We m:ly <livi<le characters into nnt antl round. Flat characters were
cnllcd "humours" in the seventeenth century, nnd nrc sometimes
cnlle<l types, and sometimes caricatures. In their purest form, they
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are constructed round a single idea or quality: when l11erc is more
than one factor in them, we get the beginning of the curve towards
the round. The really flat character can be expressed in one sentence
such as "I never will desert l\fr. Micawber."
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a rounded character) or in the sense that he is a bigger bundle
of attributes, stuffed more full, than l3obadil or l\alph Roister
Doister; b11t in the sense that his attributes make a circuit and
connection. A kind of awareness of self (a high an<l human
characteristic), with a pleasure in the fact, is perhaps the central principle which instead of simplifying the attributes gives
each one a special function in the whole, a double or reflex
value. Falsta rr or such a character of self-conscious "infinite
varicty" as Cleopatra arc concrete universals because they
have no class names, only their own proper ones, yet are struclurcs of such precise variety aucl centrality that each demauds
a special interpretation in the realm of human values.
Character is one type of concrete universal; there are other
types, as many perhaps as the central terms of criticism; but
most can be learned I believe by examination of metaphor-the
structure most characteristic of concentrated poetry. The language of poets, said Shelley, "is vitally metaphorical: that is, it
marks the before unapprehended relations of things aud perpetuates their apprehension." vVorclsworth spoke of the ab-

It remains to be said, however, tbat the many traits of the
round character (if indeed it is one character and not a hodgepodge) are harmonized or uniflcd, and that if this is so, then
all th~ traits are chosen by a principle, just as are the traits of
the flat character. Yet it cannot be that the difference between
the round and flat character is simply numerical; the cliffcrcnce
cannot be merely that the presitling principle is illustrated by
more examples in the round character. Something further must
be supposed-a special interrelation in the traits of the round
character. Boba<lil is an example of the miles gloriosus, a flat
humour. He swears by "The foot of Pharaoh," takes tobacco,
borrows money from his landlady, is found lying on a bench
fully dressed with a hangover, brags about his feats at the siege
of Strigonium, beats Cob a poor water carrier, an<l so on. It is
possible that he has numerically as many traits as FalstalF, one

0

of the most vital of all characters. But one o( the differences be-

stracting and modifying powers of the imagination. Aristotle

tween Falstaff and Boba<lil is tlint the things FalstaIT says are
funny; the things Bobadil says are not. Compared to Falsta!F,
Bobadil is unconscious, an oprrq nc butt. There is tho vitality of
consciousness in Falstaff. And further there is the crowning
complexity of self-consciousness. The fact that Morgann could
devote a book to arguing that Falsta rt is not a coward, that
lately Professor Wilson has nrg11ed Ihat at Gaclsliill Falstaff
may exhibit "'all the common symptoms of the malady' of
cowardice" and at the same time persuade the audience that
he has "'never once lost his self-possession,'" tlie fact that one
can conceive that Falstaff in the Gadshill running-away scene
really knows that his assailanls are the Prince and Poins-all
this shows that in Falstaff there is a kind of interrelation among
his attributes, his cowardice, his wit, his debauchery, his presumption, that makes them in a ~pccial way an organic harmony. He is a rounded character not only in the sense that
he is gross (a fact which may have tempted critics to speak of

said that the greatest thing was the use of metaphor, because
it meant an eye for resemblances. Even the simplest form of
metaphor or simile ("My love is like a re<l, red rose") presents
us with a special and creative, in fact a concrete, kind of abstraction different from that of science. For behind a metaphor
lies a resemblance between two classes, and hence a more
gcnC'ral third class. This dass is u111111mcd and most likely remains u1mamed and 'is apprehended only through the metaphor. It is a new conception for which there is no other
expression. Keats discovering Homer is like a traveler in the
realms of gold, like an astronomer who discovers a planet, like
Cortez gazing at the Pacific. The title of the sonnet, "On First
Looking into Chapman's Homer," seems to furnish not so much
the subject of the poem as a fourth men1ber of a central meta-
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• J clo not mcnn thnt sclf-consdonsncss is the only principle of <·omplexity
in charnct<'r, yet n considerable dci~rce of it would :ippe:ir to be n requisite for
poetic i11lerest.
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phor, the real subject of the poem be ing an abstrac tion, a certain kind of thrill in discovering, for w hich there is no name
and 110 other description, only the fou r members or the metaphor pointing, as to the cenlcr of the ir pattern. The point of
the poem seems to lie outside both vehicle and tenor.
To take a more complicated instance, Won.lsworth's "Solitary
Reaper" has the same basic m e taphorical structure, the girl
alone reaping and singing, and the two bird images, the nig htingale in Arabian sands a nd the cuckoo a mong the IJchrides,
the three figures serving Lhc parallel or metaphorical funclion
of bringing out the ahslrnc lion of loneliness, remoteness, mysterious charm in the singing. ll ut there is also a kind of thirddimensional significance, in the fact that one bird is far out in
the northern sea, the other far off in southe rn san<ls, a fact
which is not part of the comparison be tween the birds ancl the
girl. Ily an implication cutting across the plane of logic of the
metaphor, the girl and the two birds suggest exlcnsion in space,
universality, and world communion-an cfTect supporlc<l by
other details of the p oem such as the overflowing of the vale
profound, the mystery of lltu E 1se song, the bearing of the
song away in the witness' h eart, the p ast an<l future Lhemcs
which the girl may b e singing. Thus a central abstraction is
created, of communion , telepathy in solitude, the prophetic
soul of the wide world dreaming on things to come-an abstraction which is the effect not wholly of the metaphor elabor a te d logically (in a m c taph)'S ical way) but of a working on
two axes, by association rather than by logic, hy a Lhrcc-dim cnsio11al complexity of strnctmc.
To take yet a tbird instance, m etaphoric structure may appear ,~·here we are less likely to realize it explicitl y-in poetic
narratives, for example, elliptically concealc<l in the m o re obvious narrative outlines. "I can bring you," writes l\ lax Eastm an, "examples of diction that is metrical but not metaphoric
-a great part of the popular hallads, for example-and you can
hardly deny that the y t oo a rc poetic." Jlut t1ie best story
poems may b e analyzccl, I believe, as nwtaphors without expressed tenors, as symbols which speak for themselves. "La
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.B elle Dame Sans t-.i!erci," for example (if a literary balla<l may
be taken), is about a knig ht, b y profession a man of action, hut
sensitive, like the lily and the rose, and about a faery lady with
wild, wilJ eyes. At a more abstract level, it is about the loss of
self in the mysterious lure of beauty- whether woman, poetry,
or poppy. It sings the irre trievable d eparture from practical
normality ( Lhe squirrers granary is full), the wan isolation
after ecstasy. Each reader will experie nce the poem at his own
level of experience or nt several. A good story p oem is like
a stoue thrown into a pond, into our minds, where ever widening concentric circles of meaning go out-and this because of
the structure of the story.
"A poem shoul<l not mean but be." It is an epigram worth
quoting in every essay on poetry. Aml the poet "nothing affinncth, and therefore never lielh." "Sil quidvis," said H orace,
"simplex dumtaxat ct unum." It seems almost the reverse of
the lrulh. "Complex dumlaxat ct tmum" would be be ller:
Every real poem is a complex poeJ11. nnd only in virt ue of its
complexity does it have artistic unity. A newspaper poem by
Edgar Cticst 0 docs n ot have this ki nd of unity, but only the
unity of an abstractly slated sentimen t.
The principle is expressed by Aristotle when he says tha t
beauty is based on unity in variety, and hy Coleridge when he
says that "The J3cautiful, contcmplnled in its essenlials, that is,
in kind and not in d egree, is that in w hich the many, still seen
as m a ny br.cornes one," and that a work of art is " 1 ich in proportion lo llie \'ariety of pa1 ls which it holds in unity."
0
A rraclrr whusr jutlgmcut I esteem tells me lhnt such n nnme nppenrs in n
serious d i•<' u'•iou or portics nnomnlously nnd in bad taste. I hnvc nllowcd it
to rcnwin (in prdcrence to some more dig11ifird nnme or medioc1 ity) p1·cciscly
became I wi~h to insist on the l'xistrncc of badness in poetry nnd so to cstnblish
nn nntithcti c point o [ rc£crCJIC:C for the Oi~C'USSion or goodness. llelativistic
nrgnmrnt orten crratcs nn illusion in its own favor by moving stenrli ly in n
realm of gr<'at and nl'nrly great nrt. Sec, for example, Ceorgc Doos, A Primer
fo r Critics ( U:dtimure, 1!)17), where a cnrtoo11 uy D:iumicr :1ppcars tow:ud the
end ns n start ling npproach to the vulg:tr. The purpose or mr e'stty is not
jndidnl ht1t tlu;o1ctic:1l, lh nt is, not to <'xhihlt original discoveries in taste, hut
to show lh~ 1rlalionsl1ip between ex(1111pl<'s ncknowlcdgcd to lie in lhe renlm s
or the good and the bad.
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will notice even more attentively that Shakespeare is different

It is usually easier to show how poetry works than lo show
why anyone should want it to work in a given way. Ilhctorical
analysis of poetry has always tended to separate from evaluation, technique from worth. The structure of poems as concrete and universal is the principle by which the crilic can try
lo keep the two together. If it be granted that the "suhjed
matter" of poetry is in a broad sense the moral realm, human
actions as good or bad, will1 all their associated feelings, all
the thought and imagination that goes with harpincss and
suITcring (if poetry submits "the shews of things to the desires
of the Mind"), then the rhetorical structure of the concrete
universal, the complexity and unity of the poem, is also its
1
maturity or sophistication or richness or depth, and hence its ·
value. Complexity of form is sophistication of coutent. The
unity and maturity of good poems are two sides of the same
thing. The kind of unity which we look for and find in poetry
is attained only through a degree of complexity in design which '
itself involves maturity and richness. For a visual diagram of
the metaphysics of poetry one might write vertically the word
complexity, a column, and give it a head with Janus faces, one
looking in the rhetorical dircC'tion, unity, and the other in the
axiological, maturity.
A nnal point to be made is that a criticism of sl1 uclme and "
of value is an objective criticism. It rests on facts of human
psychology (as that a man may love a woman so we'll as to
give up empires), facts, which though psychological, yet are
so well acknowledged as lo lie in the realm of what may he
called public psychology-a realm which one should distinguish
f1om the private realm of the author's psychology an<l from the
equally private realm of the individual reader's psychology
(the vivid pictures which poetry or stories arc supposed lo
create in the imagination, or the venerable aclion of catharsis
-all that poetry is said lo do rather than to be). Such a criticism, again, is objective and absolute, as distinguished from the
relative criticism of idiom and period. I mean that this criticism will notice that Pope is different from Shakespeare, but '
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from Taylor the Water Poet an<l Pope different from Sir Richard Blackmore. Such a criticism will be interested to analyze
the latter lwo differences and see what these differences have
in common and what Shakespeare and rope have in common,
an<l it will not despair of describing that similarity (that
formula or character of great poetry) even though the terms
be abstract and difficult. Or, if we arc told that there is no universal agreement about what is goo<l-that Pope has not been
steadily held in esteem, that Shakespeare has been considered
a barbarian, the objective analyst of structures can at ]east
say ( an<l it seems much to say) that he is describing a class of
poems, those which through a peculiar complexity possess unity
an<l maturity and in a special way can be called both in<lividual
and universal. Among all recorcle<l "poems," this class is of a
relative rarity, and further this class will be found in an impressive way to coincide with those poems which have by some
body of critics, some age of educated readers, been called great.
The function of the object ivc critic is by approximate descriptions of poems, or multiple n ::>lal1,;111n1ls of llteir nicaning,
to aid other readers to come lo an intuitive and full realization
of poems themselves and hence to know good poems and distinguish them from bad ones. It is of course impossible lo tell
all ahout a poem in other words. Croce tells us, as we should
expect him lo, of the "impossibility of ever rendc1 ing in logical
tNms the full effect of any portry or of other artistic work."
"Criticism, ucvcrlhclcss,'' h e tells us, "performs its own office,
which is to discern and to point out exactly where lies the
poetical motive and lo formulate the dh·isions \vhich aid in distinguishing ''"hat is proper to every work.'· 12 The situation is
something like this: In each poem there is something (an individual inluilion-or a concept) which can never be expressed
in other terms. It is like the square root of two or like pi, which
canuot be expressed by rational numbers, hut only n5 their
limit. Criticism of poetry is like 1.414 ... or 3.1110 . . ., not nll
it would be, yet all that can be had and very useful.
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